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With over ½ million copies in print since 1973, John Thie s Touch for Health started a
phenomenon that has flourished worldwide to help more than 10 million people in over 40
countries restore their natural healing energies and enjoy vibrant health through his unique
treatment of posture and muscle balancing that combines simple aspects of acupressure touch
and massage. From this book, you will learn the techniques that chiropractors, alternative health
specialists, athletic trainers, and massage therapists have found invaluable in preventive health-
care treatment.

About the AuthorJohn Thie, DC was president of the Touch For Health Foundation after having
led the Thie Chiropractic Clinic for 35 years as a director in Pasadena, California. With degrees
from USC, the Los Angeles College of Chiropractic, and UCLA, he served on the faculties of
many Southern California universities, where his treatment and technique gained recognition
throughout the world. Despite his recent passing in 2005, Touch for Health will live forever in the
hearts of his colleagues and practitioners for years to come.Matthew Thie collaborated directly
with his father since 1996, developing healing protocol, writing articles, and working with
students.
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Barbara Koster, “Amazing workable help for body pain relief. This technology really works. I use
the data in this book daily to keep myself and my friends free from pain and able to work in
comfort. I work with horses and do lots of lifting, bending ,stretching, and general physical work.
I discovered this technology when I went to an Applied Kinesiology trained chiropractor who
helped me a lot. He unfortunately no longer practices so I started reading books about the
subject. This book is the best I have found. I do recommend the spiral bound edition of this
book over the paperback. I gave my spiral bound one to a friend and ordered a new one for
myself. The paperback is fine but the other had a plastic cover and was more durable. I only
use the physical handlings for working with the muscles and I am not a fan of the subjective
questions that are included but those can be skipped over easily. I would recommend this book
to anyone who thinks they have muscle pain or weakness and wants a natural way to address it.”

Jim Dacus, “Great book I used for self treatment to get immune .... Great book I used for self
treatment to get immune system working and I feel good. I do al the meridians once a week for a
tune up, or sooner if I need it. This can get the major systems in the body working. When one or
more is not working it can lead to problems and chronic conditions. The treatment for any health
problem is to treat all the meridians to get one's systems working and balanced. Awesome.The
merchant is good, everything as promised!”

Michael Flatley, “Very solid modality.. If you see clients one-on-one for anything related to health
and wellness, thisis worthwhile. To see what the modality can do, you need to experience a
sessionof this work. Here's my description of the method: it helped me learn how to engagein
non-verbal rapport for the purpose of very specific assessments and targetingcorrective
technique. As a result of learning this modality in the '80s, and using it onhundreds of people in
the context of massage therapy sessions, I developed my ownsynthesis, which I call
"Ontological Bodywork." Many people have developed entire modalitiesfrom practicing this
synthesis developed by Dr. Goodheart and simplified by Dr. Thie.  It's very open-ended.”

UrbanUtah, “Great Book. My massage therapist recommended this book to me. There's a lot of
information in this book so it can be a little overwhelming for a regular person like me. This
energy work really works. While it is seemingly written for people who are learning to become
practitioners, it certainly can be used on yourself. That being said some applications can be a
challenge if you have limited mobility, but my husband helps and it just works...like a miracle. I
wish all Western medicine doctors had to take a class on this when they are getting their PhD's
maybe we would have better healthcare.”

Claudia T., “great BUT there was the bar code label on the .... great BUT there was the bar code
label on the front and after (hardly) removing you can see that it has a rippled surface now in this



corner of the chart :( so I can only give four stars ....”

Ocean girl forever, “An awesome book!. In my opinion, anyone wanting to improve their health
naturally, without going the "drugs, side effects, more drugs, etc" route should find this book very
informative. I especially liked the chapter on muscle testing. This book shows so many different
ways we can improve our health and thereby our lives, and not spend a fortune doing it. Some
of the benefits are noticable immediately. To me, it's not just a book...it's a crash course in
understanding your body, how it works, and especially the self-repair and healing it is capable
of...and so much more.”

Carol, “Excellent book for Chiropractors, Bowen therapists, physical therapists and similar
disiplines.. Love this book and the method to help someone in pain. Would love to go to his
school for the whole experience, but.... Gave this to my Bowen therapist and she know how to
administer effectively.  Opened some new levels for her therapy.”

James Gough, “My PT and myself have been fixing muscles and issues while training i the gym
and it is nothing but amazing how instantaneously and effectively this works. I learned touch for
health decades ago and decided to revisit it for myself and my friends and family. I had my
previous books stolen. These new books are worth every penny and I am in awe of Thie's work
once again. My PT and myself have been fixing muscles and issues while training i the gym and
it is nothing but amazing how instantaneously and effectively this works.If you are in any of the
medical or health professions the muscle testing alone is something that you MUST KNOW and
the remedies are useful if you don't have a better method than they set out in this book. If I could
give it more stars than 5 out of 5 I would.”

Ms. A. J. Airey, “Touch for Health learners book, empowers all to use the tecniques. For any
health proffessional this is the best book to learn about health issues and how to quickly handle
them. An in-depth read on care, every massage, bone, muscle is seen and how to use the
tecnique of Touch for Health, every health proffessional should have it. It is now part of a nurses
training in California - it should be here! Excellent condition, fast delivery and worth it's weight in
gold if used as directed.”

S.O, “Better laid out than the official training manual... which isn't saying much. More accurate
pictures and more sensibly thought through editing and presentation than the manual provided
with the training. Neither are perfect, but the accuracy of the diagrams in this one goes a long
way and generally better quality printing and presentation.”

marianne, “missing the old spiralbound version!. Great book, but.the old, out of print version.was
better. Less crammed.with info, it was spiralbound with a good quick.reference system . Easy to
use alongside work with a patient.But I am glad that I have got it. One patient reported



improvement just after two meridian balances!! Very pleased.”

The book by Robert M. Kaplan has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 334 people have provided feedback.
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